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       DAILY LIFE IN ANCIENT CHINA 

 In this volume, Mu- Chou Poo of ers a new overview of daily life in 

ancient China. Synthesizing a range of textual and archaeological materials, 

he brings a thematic approach to the topic that enables a multifaceted 

understanding of the ideological, economical, legal, social, and emotional 

aspects of life in ancient China. The volume focuses on the Han period and 

examines key topics such as government organization and elite ideology, 

urban and country life, practical technology, leisure and festivity, and death 

and burial customs. Written in clear and engaging prose, this volume serves 

as a useful introduction to the culture and society of ancient China. It also 

enables students to better understand the construction of history and to 

rel ect critically on the nature of historical writing. 

 Mu- Chou Poo is Chair   Professor of History at the Chinese University of 

Hong Kong. His research interests include society and religion in ancient 

Egypt and China and comparative ancient history. He is the author or 

editor of i ve books in English, most recently  Old Society, New Belief: 

Religious Transformation of China and Rome, ca. 1st– 6th Centuries .   
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    PREFACE     

  This book   was written at the invitation of Cambridge University Press, for 

which I  am very grateful. It gave me an opportunity to venture into areas 

of Chinese history that I had been interested in but had never really had the 

chance to explore deeply enough to form any perspective. I have of course 

read a number of books on daily life in various cultures and histories since 

my school years, and have always been interested in looking at history from a 

bottom- up angle. But when the time came to write this book, the question 

that immediately came to mind was not how to write it, but why to write 

it. I have attempted to answer this in the Introduction. As to how to write it, 

indeed I had so many samples to consult and emulate that it should not have 

been a problem. For the period that I was going to write about, there are abun-

dant literature as well as archaeological sources to support an account of the 

daily activities of the people of early imperial China: food, drink, dress, house, 

entertainment, family life, education, social engagement, festivities, transpor-

tation,   agriculture, medicine,   technology, etc. Many of these were written by 

earlier scholars, including Michael Loewe, whose  Everyday Life in Early Imperial 

China during the Han Period, 202 BC– AD 220  remains the most important work 

on this subject in the English language. As I try to suggest in the Introduction, 

the present volume is not meant to repeat or replace Loewe’s book. What 

I wish to do is to provide readers with a historical framework that could allow 

them to appreciate the general conditions that people had experienced in their 

daily lives. In other words, I tried to make sense of the daily experience of the 

people of that bygone time by providing a historical framework: why their life 

evolved the way it did, and what structural sources inl uenced it. 

 Some rel ections on the historian’s craft arose after I had i nished the man-

uscript. Historians who are eager to understand and reconstruct the past  –  

and, therefore, produce “historical knowledge” as opposed to mere “historical 

fact”  –  can usually do two things:  (1) select sui  cient facts to describe an 

event according to one avenue of thought  –  of human nature, of political 

or economic necessity, or of “the law of history,” and thus create meaningful 

“historical knowledge” through which facts can be understood in a logical 

fashion; and (2) include as many facts as possible in the description of an event, 

hoping that the more we know about them, the clearer the picture of the 
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event will be. The two are not mutually exclusive, but there might be certain 

dif erences as to whether the historian constructed the event with explicit 

lines of interpretation. 

 There are, moreover, two aspects to the studying and writing of history: the 

private and public. A person may read history in private moments and i nd 

personal satisfaction or revelation. When the reader later wishes to make use 

of historical knowledge, however, it may or may not be a private act, since 

historical knowledge is often the motivating factor behind human actions, pri-

vate or collective. Similarly, the writing of history, though it may be dei ned 

as a private act, is actually also a public act, as historical works are expected to 

be published and read by the public. As a creator of historical knowledge, the 

historian should ideally abide by the rule that he or she is creating historical 

knowledge based on facts, not fabrication, even though it is entirely possible 

that a historian can get every fact right but write a history that is i ctitious. In 

reality, of course, there is probably no absolute, objective, historical knowledge, 

since all historical knowledge derived from facts and interpretations is created 

by the historian, who is bound to have certain personal biases. Even simple 

lists of events, such as the chronicles of the emperors in traditional Chinese 

historiography, were deliberate selections of facts, and certainly not all the facts 

were known to the historian. As is often the case, a historian with ideological 

missions may use his or her craft to manipulate the facts to create a histor-

ical memory that i ts a specii c purpose. The historian, however, might not be 

responsible for how the reader uses the historical knowledge provided. 

 What is more dangerous is the claim that the historian had told the whole 

or the true story. We are constantly reminded of that ironic comment, not 

without a certain grain of truth: in history everything except dates, places, 

and names is false; in novels everything except dates, places, and names is 

true. Most historians would like to steer away from being novelists, the 

reason being that historians consider their work to be of a special nature; 

that is, historical works are supposed to record past events as closely as pos-

sible to what really had happened in history. The function of historical works 

is not, primarily, for entertainment (though that may be one of the reasons), 

or for philosophizing (though many historians may secretly hope that their 

magnum opus would have that quality), but to provide responsible accounts 

(which are not necessarily equal to “true accounts”) of our past and to con-

struct a reliable foundation for our whole existence. Historical works, in our 

view, provide human society with a “relatively reliable memory” that may 

allow society to navigate through a myriad of “facts,” true and fabricated, 

that l oat in the collective memory of society, and i nd a better way to the 

future. Most importantly, such relatively reliable memories could and should 

be responsibly examined and corrected by the community of historians so 

that individual prejudice may be reduced to a minimum. But if historians do 
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not try to i nd out what really happened in history to the best of their ability, 

and allow fellow historians to cross- check the result, then they may as well 

claim to be novelists. 

 Rereading the pages of this volume, certain shortcomings in the interpre-

tation and organization of the source materials become obvious to me. While 

dissatisi ed with the limited amount of historical evidence at one’s disposal, 

simultaneously, one also regrets one’s inability to do justice to the evidence 

that is available. The reader is, therefore, the sole judge of the work if he or she 

is generous enough to spend time reading through the pages. 

 Finally, l would like to acknowledge the support of many colleagues, 

among whom Professors Robin Yates, Ping- chen Hsiung, and Lothar von 

Falkenhausen had contributed the most by making critical comments and 

suggestions on the manuscript. The anonymous reviewers also provided some 

very useful comments and suggestions, which are highly appreciated. Any 

mistakes and misinterpretations are of course my responsibility.   
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    WEIGHTS AND MEASURES   

    Equivalents   

 Length  1 cun  23.1 mm 
 1 chi  10 cun  23.1 cm 
 1 bu  6 chi  1.38 m 
 1 zhang  10 chi  2.31 m 

  1 li    0. 415 km  

 Capacity  1 ge  19.968 cc 
 1 sheng  10 ge  199.687 cc 
 1 dou  10 sheng  1.996 L 

  1 shi (also 1 hu)   10 dou   19.968 L  

 Weight  1 shu  0.64 g 
 1 liang  24 shu  15.36 g 
 1 jin  16 liang  245 g 
 1 jün  3 0 jin  7.37 kg 

  1 shi   4 jün   29.5 kg  

 Area   1 qing   100 mou   11.39 English acres  

    The chart follows Denis Twitchett and Michael Loewe, eds.,  Cambridge History of China , Vol. 1 

(Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. xxxviii.       
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